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Student Projects:
· Survey, measure and mark the plot location
· Create a garden organizational chart. Assign team members
· Make a sketch of the garden and write a sponsorship cover letter
· Diagram the watering system
· Fieldtrip to hardware store. Estimate the cost of the watering system and fence
· Assemble the watering system
· Build the fence
· Build a gate
· Start your seeds
· Make an individualized planting template
· Plant the garden
· Celebrate your success! Decorate the garden and have a ribbon cutting ceremony
· …
. and so many other lessons and projects in between…
.a canning exercise to
preserve what you grow…
.dehydrate harvest for healthy snacks…
.a school
farmers market…
.grow herbs for the cooking/culinary class…
.
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Build it and they will come, learn, and enjoy!
Gardening is an ideal activity for your special education students, offering many life
skills, values, therapeutic activities and opportunities to learn. You could build an entire
curriculum, with service delivery, developing and maintaining a school garden
Leadership…
Teamwork…
Patience…
Problem Solving…
Discipline…
Communication…
and many other life skilla…
Vocational…
Math and Science…
Exercise…
Healthy Dietary
Choices…
.Builds esteem and self-confidence
This perpetuating activity for your current and incoming students can be condensed into
one phrase for each individual that may struggle daily with other needs and concerns –
“
Gardening is proof that you believe in tomorrow.”
Through the recurring gardening lifecycle and virtuous experience, each student will
become better prepared for one’
s own life’
s challenges and better positioned for its
rewards. This simple guide has been created to help you get a school garden started. It
provides you with an easy and affordable approach to doing so.
Can my students do this? Yes. All students can assume at least one of many gardening
roles and responsibilities, regardless of limitations. Can I do this? You can. Read on…
.
Garden action steps
a.) Pick a plot location with high visibility and functional/accessible water supply
b.) Prep the plot, i.e. break, amend and till the soil
c.) Install an automated watering system
d.) Fence the plot
e.) Plant the plot
f.) Ribbon cutting –
Congratulations! Bake a cake. Thank the sponsor.
Needed
a.) A dedicated teacher with an interest in the activity
b.) A level area exposed to at least six hours of sun
c.) A little bit of money - the sponsor

The Garden Plot - PROJECT
a.) Consult with your administration –
Is it ok?
b.) Consult with your maintenance/grounds staff –
Is it ok here?
Teacher locates plot with administrative approval. Begins to measure, mark and
prep ground. Maintenance becomes aware of the work and informs the teacher
that the plot is located adjacent to a building with a leaky basement and an
inoperable spigot. Teacher selects new location with the advice and consent of
maintenance. Teacher again preps ground. Save time and toil. Consult with your
maintenance and grounds staff too.
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Costs and Consideration
Initial development Costs/Components - $135.00
Stick Fence - $35.00
Gate - $10.00
Water timer - $30.00
Drip system - $45.00
Cow manure/soil amendments - $15.00
Water supply extension with spigot(if needed)
120’
approximately $60.00
Annual planting season costs - $50.00
Mulch - $15.00
Cow manure or other natural soil amendment - $15.00
Seeds - $20.00
Your own compost –
free
Your efforts - priceless
Who pays?
A sponsor for your garden will be asked to cover the costs of initial development and
planting. You may want/need two sponsors. Ideal candidates are anyone who would be
a willing and contributing silent partner, local elected officials, business owners, any
interested active constituent, parent(s)…
.people will invest in your worthwhile endeavor
and perceived success.
Who does the work?
The students and volunteers contribute to the cause. This is an important part of taking
ownership of the garden and each will derive the greater satisfaction from investing their
coordinated time and effort. Involve the families.
But we have an Ag department?
Great. Then let’
s start your own Ag compartment. A garden is more focused, flexible
manageable, and can be dedicated to your specific purpose along with the student’
s
needs. It will be a campus point/place of pride for your class and the entire school.

a.) Designate your two student team leads and garden sub-teams. - PROJECT
b.) Make a list of potential sponsors.
c.) Describe your garden’
s location and sketch its layout on the sponsorship information
sheet. This helps to convey vision, consideration and an overall plan toward successful
completion. - PROJECT
d.) Have your students write a cover letter to include with your prospective sponsor
worksheet. - PROJECT
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Garden Sponsorship Information Sheet
Will you be our sponsor? We will provide you a detailed accounting, including receipts,
for all material costs in exchange for your generosity, partnership and reimbursement.
Garden location _________________________________________________________
Sketch of garden layout:

Initial development Costs/Components - $135.00
Stick Fence - $35.00
Gate - $10.00
Water timer - $30.00
Drip system - $45.00
Cow manure/soil amendments - $15.00
Soil Amendments - $15.00
10 bags - Cow manure or other natural soil amendment - $10.00
1 bag - Gypsum - $5.00
Mulch - $15.00
Plants/Seeds - $20.00
I look forward to sponsoring the development of your school garden.
Email:_______________________________

Sponsor’
s Signature
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Phone:_________________________

Date
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Garden Organization/Development/Management
Select two students to be garden team leaders. The requirement for team leads is the
ability to follow instructions and give instruction. Assign the other classmates to various
sub-teams. Create additional sub-teams as needed. You and your team leads will
coordinate and direct the activities of the sub-teams and mentor new students to assume a
leadership role and garden responsibility toward perpetuating continuity of the garden’
s
management and care.
The Teacher

Student Team Lead

Student Team Lead

Student Sub-Teams

Soil

Plants
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Water

Compost

Weather
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The Sub-Teams
Soil
Coordinates the initial ground breaking. Amends soil as needed with compost and other
additives. Prepares soil for each planting season. Checks the fence structure for repairs
and for areas around the perimeter where it may have been compromised by burrowing
animals or soil erosion. Maintains the perimeter pathway material and the access areas
within the garden.
Water
Monitors timer for proper function and adjusts watering schedule according to weather
conditions and seasonal changes. Maintains and reroutes/installs drip lines according to
seasonal/desired plant layout. Is knowledgeable in the water source and able to shut off
water supply, if necessary, for maintenance purposes.
Plants
Determines the planting schedule and coordinates the selection of seeds and plants. Can
sketch/diagram the seed/plant location within the garden plot. Assigns and supervises
rows to be planted. Applies mulch, fertilizer and provides physical supports for plants at
the appropriate times during the season. Thins plants and removes dead vegetation and
weeds from the garden.
Compost
This team will manage the compost pile if you choose to include this activity along with
the garden. The compost team will need to ensure the decomposing material contains a
general mix of 50% green(grass/green vegetation) and 50% brown(leaves/woody plants)
layered with soil and turned and watered from time to time. Your class
composting/fertilizing activity can be as simple as a recurring collection of coffee
grounds in a bucket to occasionally spread throughout the garden.
Weather
Monitors the weather/temperature forecast and covers the plants as needed. Collects used
sheets and keeps them stored for use when needed. Secures any fixtures and garden
decorations that may be damage or lost during a storm.
Create your own
There are other teams that you may create and add to your garden’
s organizational chart.
These may be necessary and useful to expanding the curriculum/services and enhancing
the experience for a specific population and/or to accomplish a recurring task.
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Let’
s Get it Started…
Getting started questions
So you’
ve consulted with your administration and
Tip for Teacher
maintenance/grounds? Check. Received their input and
approval for the garden plot location and size? Check. Is
Use string and stakes to outline the
there a working water supply nearby? Check. Great! Let’
s
perimeter of your plot. It will make
build a garden.
it easier to visualize and align
everything else.
Perimeter pathway
The garden needs to be accessible. Include at least a 30”
width for the perimeter pathway. Ideally you don’
t want to
Tip for Teacher
have your plants close to a wall. They may suffer from the
radiant heat. Avoid the mud and cover your perimeter
pathway with a minimum 3”
layer of mulched material.
Chipped landscape material, tree
branches and such, make good
Garden interior pathway
bedding for your pathways. A local
The rule of pavers/pathway –
plants produce,
landscaper will be more than happy
pavers/pathways don’
t. Pavers provide a way to designate the
to dump a day’
s work on your
walk area, but also consume planting area. It is personal
property to save the wait in line and
preference and purpose that will determine pathway layout,
fees at the dump.
material and placement.
The Watering System
First rule of watering
You will not water your garden consistently, your timer will. Install a watering system
with a timer and just worry about it being sunny today and the next.
Save water and money - A drip system is a very efficient way to water the garden. It
places the water where it is needed, at the root zone. Your inclination is to make rain, to
soak the entire ground area, to spray the plants –
it’
s unnecessary and wastes water.
Plants love rain, but Mother Nature doesn’
t pay a water bill, you and your school do.
The drip system is also easy and fun to assemble and modify as needed to accommodate
different types of plants. The parts connect like tubular Legos. A great class project.
Drip emitter lines
You can run individual emitters to several or all of your
plants, but this takes much more time and requires multiple
fittings and connections, i.e. multiple points for potential
failure within the watering system. Use drip emitter lines
instead. These flexible lines have the emitters built into the
¼”
or ½”
tubes. You can purchase them in 50’
or 100’
+
coils and easily unroll, cut, connect and stake them into your
garden rows.
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Tip for Teacher
The ¼”
drip emitter lines should be
no more than 30’
in a run for 12”
spacing and 20’
for 6”
to allow for
proper pressure/water distribution
throughout the entire line.
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Watering System Components
Supplies
½”
poly distribution tubing(50’
or 100’
coil depending on garden size)
Compression couplers/fittings for ½”
distribution tube.
Drip emitter line(6”
, 12”
, 18”
depending on the plants/spacing.)
¼”
drip line fittings to attach emitter lines to the ½”
distribution line.
¼”
plugs and ½”
figure eights to cap the ends of your lines.
Loop stakes to anchor the ½”
distribution line
¼”
tubing stakes to anchor the drip lines
Spigot splitter
Filter regulator
Timer
Tools
Hole punch tool to attach ¼”
fittings to ½”
distribution line.
Scissors to cut lines to length.

a.) Measure and sketch your watering system layout. - PROJECT
b.) Mark the component’
s sheet with the type and number of components needed.
c.) Determine the type and length of drip emitter line based on number of garden rows.
d.) Have your students estimate the cost of the watering system. - PROJECT
e.) Have your students assemble the watering system. - PROJECT
The watering system design possibilities are numerous depending on size of garden and
plants. The simple goal is to install your drip lines in a manner that will maximize
planting area. Place the lines within your planting rows. Place the appropriate type of
plant/seed according to the drip emitter spacing. Don’
t install the garden’
s drip system
after planting. You can always run additional drip emitters, as needed.
The pages that follow include a picture list of drip system components and two examples
of garden watering system layouts. The picture list, from left to right, displays the
components in their logical order of installation. The layout examples should give you a
starting point for designing and sketching your own garden’
s watering system.
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The components of your garden’
s drip irrigation system
(Take this page to your local hardware store)
It starts here.
Your water source.

OR

1.) Spigot
or
Hose Bib

2.) Splitter
Timer/Hose
Connection

3.) Single Zone
Timer

4.) Two Zone
Timer

5.) Filter
Regulator

OR
6.) ½”
(half inch)
Distribution
Line

12.) ¼”
(quarter inch)
Goof Plug

17.) ½”
(half inch)
Drip Line
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7.) ½”
(half inch)
Compression
Elbow or 90

13.) ¼”
(quarter inch)
Coupler

8.) ½”
(half inch)
Compression
Tee

9.) ½”
(half inch)
Compression
End Cap

14.) ¼”
(quarter inch)
Elbow or 90

18.) ¼”
(quarter inch)
Drip Line
6”
and 12”
Spacing

10.) ½”
(half inch)
Figure 8
End Cap

15.) ¼”
(quarter inch)
Tee

19.) ¼”
(quarter inch)
End Plug

11.) Loop
Stake

16.)¼”
(quarter inch)
Cross

20.) ¼”
(quarter inch)
Tubing Stake
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Watering System Layout (10’
x 20’
)–
Example 1
1/2”
distribution tube
18”
drip

18”
drip

6”
drip

6”
drip
12”
drip

12”
drip

Spigot
Timer

20’

Pavers

24”
Gate
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Watering System Layout (8’
x 32’
) - Example 2
1/2”
distribution tube

6”
drip

12”
drip

32’
28”
Gate

Pavers

Spigot
Timer

8’
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Pick a Fence or Create Your Own Design - PROJECT
36”
Stick/Chicken wire

28”
Post/Rabbit wire

36”
Frame/Chicken wire

36”
Rebar/Chicken wire

36”
Post/Chicken wire

28”
Rebar/Rabbit wire

24”
Pole/wire

Tip for Teacher
There are many different materials and designs for
building a fence. Don’
t over think this part. Its purpose is
to keep animals out of your garden. Simple will suffice
and will be affordable and easy to build. You are creating
a vegetable garden, not a national landmark. Aesthetics
are important, but that characteristic is dependent more on
conscientious construction, not materials. Wire fencing is
inexpensive and allows more exposure to one of the
elements that the plants need most - sunlight.
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The Stick Fence(inexpensive and functional)
There are many different types of fencing and fence posts available at varying costs. The
1”
x 2”
stick/wire fence is one of the more affordable ways to keep animals out of your
garden. A 1”
x 2”
x 96”
’
generally costs around a $1.00 per board. Cut in half, you have a
fence post for 50 cents. Paint or stain the fence wood for weather resistance.
Materials:
1”
x 2”
x 96”
boards
Chicken wire/Stucco mesh(enough to fence the garden perimeter)
3/8”
staples. ¼”
staples tend to pop out with temperature variations.
Wood glue(for gate and panel fence)
Tools:
A staple gun is a must when working with chicken/mesh wire
Tin snip or wire cutter(tin snips are preferred)
Saw
Drill(7/32”
and 3/8”
bits)
Mini sledge hammer

Tip for Teacher
Buy an extra board. You
may need the extra posts.
Avoid buying boards with
large knots spanning the
width. They will snap when
hammered.

Tip for Teacher
Determine the number of posts/lumber needed
The distance between each post should be no more than 4’
.
a) Divide the length of each garden side by 4, round up.
b) Post total = Add together the result(a) for each side.
c) Board total = Divide post total(b) by 2 and round up to get the
total number of 1”
x 2”
x 96”
boards that will be needed.
Determine spacing between posts*
d) Divide the length of a side by its result in (a) and multiply by
12. This is the spacing between posts for this side.
*You will need 4”
+ Gate width on one side for garden entry

48”

The hardware store will cut
your lumber for free, if you
know the measurements.

Tip for Teacher
If you have trouble
hammering the post into the
ground, remove the 1”
x 2”
post and add some water to
the hole. Take one of the
3/8”
gate runner rebar and
drive it into the hole.
Moving it in a circular
motion while adding more
water each time to soften
soil. Don’
t hammer the
rebar to far into the ground
at a time, it will be difficult
to remove.

Hammer the posts level with the fence line as you wrap the garden perimeter with the
chicken wire fencing. Staple fence wire every 5 inches along each post.
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The 2”
x 2”
Panel Fence (greater durability/aesthetics)
The panel fence is essentially a “
2 x 2”
stick fence with a top and bottom board. To build
an 8’
panel, cut 3 pieces of 2”
x 2”
lumber to 34 ¼”
. Glue and screw each end of these
vertical cross members to a 96”
top and bottom 2”
x 2”
.
(back view of panel)

34¼”

96”
Stain or paint the frame to protect and preserve the wood. Cut a 95”
length of 36”
chicken wire. Lay the chicken wire across the top board, ½”
from the top and side edges.
Staple every 5 inches along the length of the top board. Then staple the wire to the
bottom board of the fence panel, pulling taut as you staple. Now staple each side and the
center board.
Build as many panels as needed to encompass the garden. Attach each panel to the next,
side-to-side, using 2 ½”
wood screws to lock them in place. Drill pilot holes to avoid
splitting. Allow a 4”
+ Gate width opening on one side for garden entry and gate
installation. Brace fence with 4’
metal posts, as needed, depending on length of fence.
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The Garden Gate(inexpensive, durable, and functional) - PROJECT
You can use 1”
x 2”
or 2”
x 2”
wood for the gate construction. The following
measurements are for a 24”
wide gate. Make the gate wider by adding the increased
width to the top, bottom and cross member cuts. Glue all wood-to-wood joints.
Materials:
2 - 1”
x 2”
or 2”
x 2”
8’
boards
Chicken wire/Stucco mesh(1”
less than the width of the gate)
3/8”
staples.
¾”
and 2 ½”
wood screws
24”
75”
of ½”
pvc pipe
2–
3/8”
x 3’
rebar
Drill two holes, each 3”
from the top and bottom.
Drill one hole in the
center of the pvc runner.
Use a 7/32”
bit to drill
initial hole. Place a
stick, dowel or the rebar
inside the length of the
pvc and drill a larger
hole in one side of the
pipe. This will allow
you the clearance
necessary to insert a
screw and driver to sink
the screw flush with the
interior pipe wall. The
rebar will then be able to
slide in and out
unobstructed. Position
gate and drop rebar
down the top of each
pvc runner to mark rebar
location. Remove gate
and hammer rebar gate
rails into the ground.
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8”
(optional)

21”
34¼”

37½”
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The Raised Bed Garden
A raised garden bed can be made from many materials and/or existing structures. The
key elements of a raised bed are accessibility(i.e. length, width, height, location) and
drainage. An individual should be able to easily reach across the bed, or to the center if
all four sides are accessible. The height needs to be appropriate for any limitation.

The simple bed (above left) is made from 2”
x 12”
lumber
attached in a rectangular shape and then stacked for the
desired height. Above right is a raised bed that is constructed
of 2”
x 6”
boards to provide a discernible planting area for
visually impaired students. The raised beds to the left are a
small sampling of materials and creative designs. Below is an
instructive graphic and materials list for assembling a table
top raised bed. (University of Wisconsin - Extension)

Wisconsin Community
Food and Garden Network
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Assistive Planting Device - PROJECT
Planting Template - Tools: saw, drill, 1”
bit, sandpaper –
This assistive device is made
from a 24”
piece of 1”
x 3”
wood(Note - a 1”
x 3”
is actually ¾”
x 2 ½”
.) It can be cut to
any even numbered length, i.e. 12”
, 16”
, 18”
, etc. The template is used to space and plant
seeds. A great tool for the visually impaired. Planting - poke finger through each hole,
drop a seed in each, then turn the board on its edge and push dirt over the seeds.
¾”
x 2 ½”
lumber cut to 24”

1/2”
space at each
end of the board

1”
diameter hole

1”
spacing

1. Make a mark in the center of the width at both ends of the board. The width is 2 ½”

2. Using a straight edge, draw a line between the two marks on each end.

3. Mark the drill points along the centerline. The first mark is 1”
from the edge. This is
the ½”
space + the ½”
radius of the first hole. Now make a mark every 2”
. If the marks
are correctly spaced, and the board cut at an even numbered length, then the last mark in
the row should be 1”
from the edge.

4. The final measure is a mark at the center of one side of the board’
s
length. 5/8”
inside the edge. This is where a ‘
hole punch’
device can be
attached(7/32”
hole) with a piece of knotted cord. The template is now
ready to drill, sand, paint(black on yellow for the VI) and then use to plant.
Seed hole punch tool - You can make a seed hole punch out of a block of
wood and a wooden dowel. Cut a 2”
x2”
piece of
lumber into a square. Drill a ¾”
hole to a depth of ½”
on one side of the wood block. Cut a 1¾”
piece of ¾”
dowel rod. Insert some glue into the hole, enough to
cover the bottom. Tap dowel into hole with a rubber
mallet. Drill a small hole(7/32”
) through the block and attach to
template with a piece of knotted cord.
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Plant the Plot –
PROJECT
Let’
s get out those individualized planting templates. Your class did build (pg. 18) and
customize their templates, correct? Determine what you would like to plant for the
appropriate season and place the seeds or plants in the ground next to the drip lines.
Another Planting Template –
This simple device is made from a 36”
piece of cord or
thick string with knots every 1”
. Allow an unknotted 6”
on both ends. It
is then attached to a stake on either end for taut placement within a garden
row. Use the knots to feel and see the seed/plant spacing and location.
Make a small hole next to a knot and place a seed. Cover and water.
Fall Plants
Lettuce, spinach, chard, cabbage, cauliflower, broccoli, carrots, radishes, cilantro, green
onions, beets, brussel sprouts, turnips…
.and many others
Spring Plants
Tomatoes, beans, squash, eggplant, cucumbers, peppers, sunflowers, basil, radishes, okra,
melons…
..and many others.
Make ‘
what to plant’
an online search project. Plant some flowers to attract the
pollinators. Be sure to plant radishes, lettuce and carrots when you can. They can be
harvested and replanted often. Recurring production sustains garden interest and
provides purpose. Sunflowers are a prominent plant that are fun to grow/harvest and
provide a healthy snack making activity.
Regardless of what you decide to plant, make sure you have an automated watering
system and a fence before doing so. Give the plants a chance, but not the rabbits. As
your vegetables grow, so will the enthusiasm, knowledge and pride. Good luck to you
and your students.

Congratulations! Have a ribbon cutting ceremony
with your class and the sponsor.

Vice Mayor Jim McDonald and
Special Education Teacher Marcia Jackson
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Gardening Outline
Keep a copy of an outline, team task list and other instructions at the garden site in a
waterproof cover so that others can independently use it for guidance and progression
of effort. Note tasks completed by checking or placing a date next to each item on the
list.
I.

Plant Selection
A.
Select up to 10 seasonal plants.
B.
Purchase available seeds.
C.
Start seeds in containers or plan to place them directly into the garden.

II.

Clear and prepare garden
A.
Build/purchase/prep plant supports/cages
B.
Drape drip lines over the fence
C.
Pull weeds and add them to the compost pile.
D.
Apply compost/manure.
E.
Soften/till the soil.
F.
Re-anchor the drip lines and test the watering system.
G.
Check/secure fencing.

III.

Planting Day - Select a planting date
A.
Place plants or seeds in designated rows next to drip lines.
B.
Soak the garden bed to promote germination.
C.
Adjust timer interval to water twice a day.

IV.

Select a date 2/3 weeks after planting
A.
Thin plants
B.
Apply mulch.
C.
Install cages/supports if necessary.
D.
Pull weeds and add them to the compost pile.
E.
Adjust timer interval to water once a day.

Share your gardening activities and this guide will continue to be revised and
enhanced with insight from your experience and for the benefit of others.

Enjoy your garden!
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Garden Planting Guide
The sampling of plants listed below in red can be grown in warmer weather and those in
blue are typically cooler weather. Read the seed packet for ideal temperature and proper
depth/spacing. Plant accordingly within your designated row.

Carrots, Squash, Lettuce, Tomatoes, Cabbage, Corn, Green Onions, Eggplant, Cauliflower, Beans, Strawberries

Water Lines
Broccoli, Watermelon, Sugar Snap Peas, Cantaloupe, Garlic, Honey-dew, Celery, Peppers, Kale, Potatoes

Spinach, Okra, Beets, Sunflowers, Radishes, Black-eyed Peas, Swiss Chard, Pumpkins, Leeks, Gourds, Kohlrabi

Brussel Sprouts, Peanuts, Turnips, Cucumbers, Bok-choy, Tomatillo, Artichokes, Soy Beans, Collard Greens

Planting Rows
Flowers: Marigolds, Candela, Alyssum, Petunias, Zinnia, Geraniums, Cosmos, Lavender, Pansies, Stock, Nasturtium

Herbs: Basil, Dill, Mint, Fennel, Parsley, Lemon Grass, Sage, Thyme, Cilantro, Rosemary, Oregano, Chives, Borage

Tip for Teacher
Consider planting taller/larger plants further from your pathway and the smaller plants closer. This allows for ease of
maintenance and harvest. Plant seeds in the same order, furthest row to closest, to avoid stepping on freshly planted
rows. Seed rows should be adjacent and parallel to the drip irrigation lines.
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Garden Planting Map
Use a pen, pencil or marker to write the plant name and its location within its
corresponding row area below. This will help you track plant location, abundance and
growth. You can also mark each planted row with popsicle sticks or some other vertical
sign to designate seed type and placement within the garden.

Water Lines

Fertilize Date:____________
Thin plants Date:____________
Adjust watering interval Date:____________
(Seeds vs. Plants)

Mulch Date:_________

Notes:
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